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The B G News
Bowling Green State University

Tuesday

Feb. 24,1981

Conflicts prompt resignation of SGA vice president
by Diana Rado
•tad reporter

Student Government Association
Vice President Brian Hearing resigned yesterday, cutting-his administration short just two months before spring quarter elections.
Issues surrounding the resignation
of Laura Sadler as co-chairman of
SGA's Elections and Opinions Board
forced him to conflict with SGA President Dana Kortokraz, Hearing said.
But although this was the immediate cause of Ms resignation,
Hearing admitted that there were
several underlying reasons for his action.
A feeling that his decisions were
neither respected or effective, a
disagreement with aspects of SGA's
proposed revamping of its constitution, disappointment with the lack of

Disagreement with Kortokrax, proposed constitution cited by Hearing
SGA projects completed this year, a
disillusionment with the "politics" at
the University and a dislike for the
job's interference in his personal life
forced the resignation, Hearing said.

hearings for violators of election
rules.
Because be and the board already
had stated its opposition to these actions, Hearing said, "I was upset with
the fact that I felt a decision was made
KORTOKRAX WILL appoint a new over my head."
vice president after SGA senators approve two of three choices submitted
BUT KORTOKRAX said last night
by Hearing.
she was adhering to SGA's constituEvents reached a boiling point last tion which says that rules and regulaWednesday, when Hearing sided with tions of boards can be approved by the
Sadler when she conflicted with Kor- Senate and the president has the
tokrax on the decisions of the elections power to veto Senate actions.
board, over which Hearing presides.
Hearing said he and Kortokraz had
Kortokraz had asserted that she differed in their opinion on other occacould veto any of the board's deci- sions, adding, "At times I felt my opisions, that she should be in the room nions weren't taken into considerawhen the board counted election tion."
votes, and should be present at any
But other SGA executives, including

Lyle Ganske, academic affairs coordinator; Drew Forhan, student
representative to the Board of
Trustees, and Clint Ylnger, state and
community affairs coordinator,
agreed that they were unaware of any
previous conflicts between Kortokraz
and Hearing, they said the resignation
came as a surprise to them.
Kortokraz believes Hearing's
resignation was spurred by problems
in his personal life.
"I REMEMBER long ago when I
asked Brian to run with me. He said
he was getting married and if the job
caused any problems with his
homelife then he would resign. Well,
he's held true to his word," Kortokraz
said.

"Some organizations' feelings are
not being heard," be said.
He agrees with having a campusHearing admitted that after last wide referendum to pass the constituweek's elections board conflict, he tion - an idea suggested at last week's
began taking his problems home with SGA meeting that Kortokraz opposes.
him.
"When you start taking things home
ALSO, HEARING said be perceives
with you to your wife, it's time to get the constitutional changes as "a
rid of the problem," be said.
power play for specific people,"
But he also pinpointed other pro- although he would not pinpoint inblems with SGA that affected his deci- dividuals.
sion.
He also believes that he wasn't givHE OBJECTS to the organization's ing all that be could to the organizapush to pass a new constitution before tion, and said he was disappointed
spring quarter elections - a move that that several projects never
Kortokraz favors.
materialized this year.
"You can't have such abrupt
But anyone in a power position must
changes in such a short period of realize that things are hard to actime," Hearing said about the new complish, Kortokraz maintained. She
constitution, which would divide SGA admitted that she had contemplated
into executive, legislative and judicial quitting last week because of the
branches.
continued on page 6

Column
one
Former hostage
to visit University
University graduate Steven
Lauterbach, one of 52
Americans held hostage in Iran
for 444 days, will visit campus
tomorrow.
University President Hollis
Moore Jr. invited Lauterbach
to campus following his return
to Dayton.
Students and faculty can see
and hear 31 year-old former
hostage during a 2 p.m. public
reception in the Grand
Ballroom, Union.
In honoring Lauterbach's request, University officials are
trying to keep the visit low-key.

Inside
News
About 800,000 students will be
affected if Reagan's plans to
cut student Social Security
benefits are implemented. Page
X.
More than $300 was stolen
from nine roc center lockers
during a weekend burglary.
Page,.

stall photo by Scott Kecler
Prior to the transfer of 20 tons of anhydrous ammonia from an overturned tanker,
Center Township firemen check It for possible gas leaks. The overturned tanker

Truck accident injures driver, closes down Wood Lane
by Kyle Silvers
staff reporter

Sports
Cincinnati upended Bowling
Green as the state women's
swimming champion. Page 8.

Weather
Mostly cloudy, chance of
snow flurries. High 41F (5 C),
low 25 F (-4 C). 60-percent
chance of percipitation.

blocked traffic on SR6 for more than 8 hours and forced local official* to close a
nearby school. There was no estimate of damage to the truck.

A tanker carrying about 20 tons of
anhydrous ammonia overturned yesterday on
SR 6, injuring the driver and closing Wood
Lane School.
The driver, Robert Cloyd, 62, of Elida, was
treated for bruises and released from Wood
County Hospital after the accident, which occurred at 7:50 a.m. near County Home Road.
Cloyd was attempting to pass a car driven

by Dale Wittenmyer, 44, of Maple Street,
which was turning onto County Home Road,
when Cloyd lost control, slid sideways and
overturned, according to the Toledo post of the
Ohio State Highway Patrol.
The truck was uprighted by a crane in the
late afternoon.
There was no spillage of the non-toxic
fumes, but Wood Lane School, 11160 E. Gypsy
Lane Rd., closed at noon as a precaution, sending home about 100 students.

Editors of local papers testify
regarding stabbing case publicity
by Keith Jameson
and Paul O'Donnell

The effects of pre-trial publicity on a defendant's right
to a fair trial will be weighed by Wood County Common
Pleas Court Judge Donald Simmons after hearing
testimony yesterday on a change of venue motion in the
Nov. 18 stabbing of University freshman Stephen Bowers.
The motion was filed Feb. 4 by Richard Neller,
representing Brian Thompson, 18, of Perrysburg, who is
one of three defendants charged with the stabbing. Neller
contends an impartial jury cannot be impaneled from
the county because of prejudicial pre-trial publicity.
Simmons did not indicate when a ruling on the motion
will be issued, but said a decision will be reached before
Thompson's April 13 trial date. Thompson was arraigned
Feb. 12 and pleaded not guilty at a pre-trial hearing Feb.
17.
Editors of The Daily Sentinel-Tribune and The BG
News testified before Simmons yesterday regarding the
extent of pre-trial publicity of the stabbing and subsequent charges against Thompson.
THE EDITOR of The BG News and the publisher,
editor and two reporters of The Daily Sentinel-Tribune
were subpoenaed Feb. 19 to appear in court yesterday.
Mary Darmemiller, editor of The BG News, and David
Miller, editor of The Daily Sentinel-Tribune, were called
totestify.
Neller focused much of his criticism of prejudicial pretrial publicity toward The Daily Sentinel-Tribune
because its circulation reaches more potential jurors
than that of The BG News.

"Let's face it, when we're talking jury trial we're talking a venire from the county area," Neller said.
HE DID NOT object to the coverage given the case by
The BG News, Neller said in his closing remarks, but did
question the objectivity of Sentinel-Tribune reports, at
one time calling it "whimsical reporting."
"The sole purpose of calling in The (BG) News is to
have the court make a comparison between very
good...reporting and very poor reporting," he added.
Neller also questioned the editorial judgment of Miller
in the placement of news stories, the editing of letters to
the editor and the use of the word "murder" instead of
"killing" in a headline.
"This Sensationalism is done purposely to some extent,
probably to sell newspapers," he said.
HOWEVER, Wood County Prosecutor Betty Montgomery urged denial of the motion because she said the
coverage was responsible and the press acted with
restraint.
"I think it would be fair to say.. .that they (The SentinelTribune) attempted to be fair," Montgomery said.
Montgomery attempted to show in two ways that the
Sentinel-Tribune did not overreport the case.
In the last three months, The Sentinel-Tribune has
printed 13 news stories and nine letters to the editor dealing with the Bowers stabbing. Montgomery contends the
paper's coverage cannot be considered extensive, ezpecially since there was a 29-day span between two
stories that were printed.
Miller said in testimony that several story possibilities
were not followed, prompting Montgomery to point out
that the Sentinel-Tribune had shown restraint in its
coverage.

The contents of the overturned truck were
transferred to another tanker at about 11:30
a.m. Both trucks are owned by Schwerman
Trucking of lima.
The driver of the second truck, Jim Staver,
said the ammonia, which is used to make fertilizer, is not harmful but can make breathing
difficult
"It overcomes your lungs," he said.
However, the ammonia was so concentrated
that if the interior tank had ruptured, the
fumes would be quite potent, troopers said.

Schwerman Trucking had no estimate on
the damage to the truck.
Cloyd was cited by the patrol for not having
assured clear distance.
Donald Higgins, of the Ohio Environmental
Protection Agency, who visited the scene,
said he was not concerned about the potential
environmental damage.
"There's no sense in getting excited about
something that hasn't happened yet," he said.
"I think everything's going smoothly."

Pinch:
Tightening of federal financial aid funding
part ofproposed Reagan budget package
by Lisa Bowers
staff reporter

Student financial aid programs
such as National Direct Student
Loans and Pell Grant program
(formerly BEOGI would be changed drastically if Congress approves
President Reagan's proposed
budget
Reagan's budget calls for a
25-percent reduction in new federal
funds for NDSL each year for the
next four years, which would phase
out new federal funds in this program by 1986. However, schools
revolving funds from paid-back
loans would continue to provide
loans to eligible students.
A $25,000 income ceiling for participation in the Pell Grant program would be imposed and the
maximum award would be dropped
from $1,800 to as low as $1,250.
DON SALEH, associate director
of the University's Office of Financial Aid and Student Employment,
said that even if NDSL is cut the
University still would receive
$900,000 from loan repayments.
Although other universities such as

Ohio State University, have a high
percentage of loan defaults, the
University's rate was 2.66 percent
in 1979, according to the U.S.
District Court in Cincinnati. There
were 299 students in default.
If the Pell Grant program is cut,
Saleh said, many students will feel
the pinch.
"It could have an impact on
enrollment if aid isn't available for
those that need it - especially for
those students who come from
areas where there is high
unemployment.
"Normally the alternative would
be to get a bank loan. But if they cut
Guaranteed Student Loans like
they are saying, students will be
hurting," he added.
THE CRUCIAL area is whether
the GSL program will be cut he
said, because it would hurt lowincome students. Reagan's budget
calls for students to pay for interest
while in school, whereas the
government now pays interest
while the student is in college.
Fewer banks would participate in
the GSL program if students had to
pay the interest because the process would be more complicated,

he said. Smaller banks would not
have much trouble because they
give out fewer loans, he added.
Robert Hahn, president of the
State Association of Financial Aid
Administrators, said the specifics
of the budget will not be delivered
until mid-March. The information
available is from a letter written by
David Stockman, director of the Office of Management and Budget
"What has not happened is that
congressional subcommittees have
not been set up. As soon as that happens we will make all information
available to financial aid officers.
"Major Washington organizations such as the American Council
on Education will be lobbying for
the different financial aid programs, but as of now, there is no
timetable as to when this will happen," he said.
The biggest attempt in reducing
the cost of financial aid programs
is to cut back in the GSL program,
he added, and to eliminate federal
capital contributions in the NDSL
program. Hahn noted that even If
there are NDSL cutbacks, money
collected from loan paybacks
would still be used in the program.
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Dog's only purpose is to give and return affection
BOSTON-On Friday, a dog bit a
man.
This is an event so commonplace
that it is the very symbol of a nonplace story: dog bited man.
We all know that dogs bite. Thev Ellen Goodman
bite mail carriers, package
deliverers, gas meter readers, and syndlc»t«d columnist
even, from time to time, an electriLike a person who discovers that the
cian or two. It's one of the things they
downstairs neighbor is a mass
do, like digging for bones or licking.
They bite, therefore they are. Dogs. murderer, I gasped: "Him? But he
was such a quiet boy."
WHY WAS this event different from
In short, I behaved with the same
all other such events? Why was this so
startling? Because it was our dog who level of surprise shared by a million
other pet owners every year when, in
bit a man.
Did I take it in stride? Of course. I fact, their dog bites man.
Despite the absolute banality of it,
reacted as calmly as if the police had
called to tell me they'd picked up my there is barely a dog owner alive who
daughter coming out of a bank with a isn't (1) shocked (2) defensive (3) protective when the faint odor of people is
machine gun.

Focus

Don't worry, he's just being friendfound on his or her dog's breath. Dogs,
you see, belong to that peculiar ly."
"If a thief came in, he'd probably
category of modern beasts known as
"pets." Their primary function, their want to play ball."
reason-for-being. is to give and return
"HE'D NEVER bite anyone!"
affection.
The false image I lived with until lo
BEING FAR1LY docile creatures, this Friday was imprinted in my brain
dogs learn quickly the same kind of in the darkness of the Saturday afterbehavior that fills the bill, or rather, noon movies. In the Hollywood of my
the bowl. They do not bite the hand youth, all dogs were divided into two
categories. There were (1) bad dogs
that feeds them.
who bit good guys and (2) good dogs
So, over time, they train us to utter who bit bad guys.
There were Doberman pinschers
such absolutely Inane things as "You
know, sometimes I think he's genetically programmed to salivate
whenever a human appeared. I
human."
I have personally been heard to say suspect to this day that they regard
"excuse me" when I pass our dog in the human as just another salami.
There were more discriminating
the hall. I have also been heard to say
at least two of the following German shepards in war movies.
They bared their teeth and strained on
statements.

their chains to "The Sound of Music."
There were Lassie and assorted
Disney dogs that only chomped down
on certified kidnappers.
The dogs that we choose to live with-unless we own a gas station-clearly
belong to Disney world.
OUR DOG, for example (the one
with a piece of blue Jean between his
teeth) is "good with children."
Our dog (the one which cost me $82
worth of doctor's bills) has his hair
clipped at $20 a shot four times a year.
Our dog (the one currently
nicknamed Munch) has a pedigree so
long that he can be considered slumming on our middle-class suburb.
Need I tell you that this incident,
this sudden revelation that the dog
who eats mail might also eat a
mailman, dealt a blow to our pride

and our favorite myths?
We ask ourselves: where did we go
wrong? Was he making some
desperate ploy for attention? Was
there some social message that he
was communicating with his teeth?
But no. Finally, in the dark night of
our social-searching, we realized that
we had forgotten only thing: dog bites
man.
Now we have come to terms with
reality, come accept the fact that
Zachary is, after all, an animal.
It is only when I look deeply into his
brown eyes that I find myself wondering: What did the electrican do to
make my precious poochie so cross?
(c) 1981, The Boston Globe Newspaper
Co./Waihington Post Writers Group

Opinion.
i&pymme

The evils of hazing
from one who knows
W'hat the University Student Code simply defines in 24
words as hazing, cannot possibly compare to the real
definition of the word that Eileen Stevens has had to live
with every day for the last three years since hei ion died as
a result of such abuse.
With her appearance on campus this past weekend to further spread her message that hazing of any sort does not
belong on college campuses, many University groups,
specifically greek organizations could see and hear tor
themselves what the conquences of such mental or
physical abuse could be. But we're sure not all eyes and
ears were attuned to her message.
What may seem by fraternity members only as participating in tradition actually goes against everything
brotherhood stands for, according to Stevens, And we
agree.
Hazing, whether it be of the mental or physical sort, is
not the building of brothers but the intentional, wreckless
deterioration of the bond that is supposed to tie men
together when they join a fraternity.
This type of abuse has the potential of alienating and
even killing.
Now that the problem is being recognized as a problem,
what should be done? The state of New York has adopted
an anti-hazing law because of Stevens' crusade. We hope
other states will follow its example.
But if legislation is slower, greek organizations should
take it upon themselves to give their national offices
nudges of support in the direction of an outright anti-hazing
law. The best way to stop hazing in fraternities is for the
fraternities themselves to ask for nationwide regulation for
all their chapters.
Those chapters not having a national affiliation should be
responsible for making and enforcing their own policies.
We're glad Stevens surfaced "this whole ugly thing."
Now, if only those closest to the issue would act promptly
on a solution.

Stockman sure swings a mean ax at budget

your ax into the trunk, the cherry tree
When David Stockman, the head of
will die."
the Office of Management and
Well, we've got to get rid of the
Budget, was a little boy, his father
cherry trees, and this is the only way I
gave him a ax. The next morning the
know how to do it"
father went out in the backyard and
"Do you realize that every tree in
saw his favorite tree chopped down.
Art
Buchwald
Washingtion is a favorite of
He called his son and said, "David,
somebody? They don't mind your cutdid you chop down this cherry tree?" syndicated columnist
ting down the other fellow's cherry
David replied, "Yes, Father, I did
around the Pentagon. He said under tree, but they're going to get awfully
and it's only the beginning.''
shower head pressure, adolescent it,"You
can't go around chopping
conditions could I touch them. mad when they find our you're going
acne, the weather, the need for a cam- every cherry tree just because I gave no
Special fund could
to knock down theirs."
Well, back to work."
pus playground, complete with swings you an ax," David's father said.
a slide, snowmobile trails and
ease driver's suffering and
"UNCLE RONNIE knows that, and
"WAIT, DAVID. Are you sure you
beer and wine in all cafeterias.
he's willing to back me up if anyone
"YES I can. Uncle Ronnie says any know what you're doing?"
Lest this fund fall prey to the banal time I see a cherry tree I should chop
We have followed the tragic story of
gets mad when I cut his tree. He says
Debbie Volkmer with heavy hearts. and the ridculous, items such as a it down."
"Look, father, I'm not chopping we can't afford all these trees and the
Sufferings such as hers cannot be ig- Braille printer for blind computer
"But there are good cherry trees down the entire Cherry tree I'm Just only way he can get our yard in order
science students, protection for and bad cherry trees. You have to use lopping off the branches and part of is to knock down as many as we can,
nored.
Therefore we implore the Universi- unescorted females at night, increas- some discrimination in the ones you the trunk.
even if it means people are going to
ty to institute a special fund for pro- ed funding for the Library and extra ax."
"That's good for some trees, but it's have to go without cherries."
blems such as Debbie's. They would Health Center hours, should be igDavid started swinging his ax and
"That isn't what Uncle Ronnie told very bad for others. Once you sink
have to be of a similiar magnitude and nored.
me. He said he wants the trees cleared
stature and meet other criteria that
Alan Sankolewicx out, across the board."
DOONESBURY
would be reasonable by an appointed
8518 Cornwall Commons
"David, you have to understand
Sylvania, Ohio something about cherry trees. Some
board which would dispense the funds
imL.viArsAm CHCTHKT.
HOT MUCH
for worthy projects.
cherry trees give off beautiful
somfir URL,
SimtOUKMU,
ATFXST.BUTHE
rrsAMJAis
Mikal Bailey blossoms, but don't bear any fruit. If
For example: the need for
UP OCX AomnmiT
wmisHOUw eooPTDGer
deodorant toilet paper, increased
S2S Thurstm Are. you chop them down, you lose nothing. i SAYTO m-memArtui
imATALKlMG meson
nveoftn
But other trees produce cherries and 1 THAT?
\
ZN0HK/
THNBSHKSKHMW.
we need them or we won't have
anything to eat."
"I don't have time to figure out
which are the good cherry trees and
STAFF
No. 67
Vol.61
which are the bad ones. Uncle Ronnie
says he promised to cut all the cherry
Editor
Mary Dannem Mler
trees in Washington, except for those
Managingtdltor
PauiO'Donrwii
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singing "With a chop, chop here and
chop, chop there, ee vi ee yi oh."
A neighbor stopped by and said to
David's father, "That son of yours swings a mean ax. What's he doing?"
"I'm not quite sure," the father
said. "I gave him this ax and his Uncle Ronnie told him to chop down
every cherry tree in Washington, except the ones around the Pentagon."
"He not going to chop down my
cherry trees, is he?" the neighbor asked.
"He chopped down mine, and I'm
his father."
"That's some kid you've got there. I
wonder what he's going to do when he
grows up."
David's father said, "Your guess is
as good as mine."
(c) 1ML Los Angeles Times Syndicate

I

Respond.
If you would like to comment on
something in the News or anything
of interest to the campus or community, write to the News.
The letter or guest column should
be typewritten, triple-spaced and
signed. Include your address and
telephone number for verification.
The News reserves the right to
reject letters or portions of letters
that are in bad taste, malicious or
libelous.
Address your comments to:
Editor of The BG News, 108 University HaU.
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More than $300 taken
from rec center lockers

Reagan may cut Social Security benefits
by Lisa Bower*
staff reporter

Although recommendations made by the
Carter administration to reduce or abolish Social
Security benefits for college students failed, the
same recommendations by the new administration might be considered seriously.
About 800,000 full-time students, age 18-21, earn
Social Security benefits as dependents of retired,
disabled or deceased workers. The average
Social Security student benefit is $255 per month
and ranges from $20 to $700, an excerpt of the
budget proposal from the U.S. Office of Management and Budget states.
Congress might be more likely to cut the program than it was during the Carter administra-

tion because the savings could be substantial,
Robert Hahn, president of the State Association
of Financial Aid Administrators, said.

The theory behind cutting the program is that
if students need more money, financial aid
should provide it and not Social Security, he said.

"CARTER TRIED to get rid of it but he didn't
get too far. But this would affect a lot of people,
especially if the Guaranteed Student Loan program and National Direct Student Loan program
are cut.

"THE POINT they are making is that Social
Security shouldn't be a financial aid system. And
if they don't cut the financial aid programs, cutting the benefits program wouldn't be that bad.

"People would either not go to school, or they
would attend schools near their homes," Hahn
added.

"But if they cut both, then they are putting the
screws to the students twice," Saleh noted.
The best hope is that Congress will make
careful cuts, Saleh added.

Don Saleh, associate director of the University's Office of Financial Aid and Student Employment, said Social Security benefits make it
easier for students to attend college.

Hahn said financial aid officials will be checking to see how many students receive Social
Security benefits and what the impact of the cuts
would be.

by Kim Van Wart
Staff reporter

A burglary in the men's locker room
of the Student Recreation Center
Saturday morning resulted in a loss of
more than $300 as well as personal
belongings from nine lockers, according to Campus Safety and Security.
The locks were removed between 10
and 11:45 a.m. Seven of the lockers
belong to swim team members, said
Thomas Burke, associate director of
Campus Safety.
A duplicate, or master key, might
have been used, or the locks may have
been sawed off, he explained.
MASTER KEYS are secured by professional staff members at the center.

Greg Jordan, associate director, said.
However, one key is kept in the pro
shop for use in emergency situations,
he said.
"But when a student employee uses
the master key, he must log it in a
book with information relative to the
situation," Jordan said.
"This particular situation is very
unique," he added. "There is fairly
heavy use of the building on Saturday
morning."
BECAUSE OF the burglary, there
will be increased supervision at the
center. Employees will walk through
the locker rooms on a regular basis,
he said.
Further investigation into the
burglary is being done by Campus
Safety and Security.

Briefs.
Singlehood workshop

Geology lecture series

A Successful Singlehood Workshop will be held today from 7-0:30 p.m. at
Family Services, 130 S. Main St., Huntington Bank Building. The workshop is
sponsored by the Wood County Office of Family Services of Greater Toledo.
For more information call workshop leader Marilou Tonnesen, 352-4624.

Dr. William Fyfe of the University of Western Ontario will be the featured
speaker today at 7:30 p.m. in 70 Overman Hall in the annual Mayfield
Distinguished Lecture Series, sponsored by the Geology Department and
Sigma Xi. Fyfe will speak on "Resources and the Environment."

Niehaus to speak

Marketing Club meeting

Marjorie Niehaus, a senior analyst in the Asian Affairs in the Foreign Affairs and National Defense Division of the Congressional Research Service,
will speak today at 7:30 p.m. in the Campus Room, Union, on recent
developments in Southeast Asia.

The Marketing Club will meet today at 7:30 p.m. in 220 Math Science Bldg.
Barbara Martin, director for Collegiate Programs for the American
Marketing Association, will speak.

Finance Club meeting
The Finance Club will meet today at 7:30 p.m. in 105 Business Administration Bldg.

Flying Club to meet

Hyperactivity lecture
Dr. Michael Doherty and Dr. Douglas Ullman, members of the University's psychology faculty, will speak today at 3:30 p.m. in 108 Psychology Bldg.
"The Many Faces of Hyperactivity."

The Flying Club will meet today at 7:30 p.m. in 112 Business Administration Bldg.

International coffee hours
International coffee-hours will be held today from 1:30-3:30 p.m. in
McDonald North lounge. The event is sponsored by the World Student
Association and McDonald North and is free and public.

Correction
In a front page story in Friday's issue of the News, the number of Ph.Ds
granted at the University in 1978-79 was incorrect There were 58 Ph.Ds
awarded that year, a number larger than at peer universities. The News
regrets the error.
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APPLICATIONS
NOW BEING
ACCEPTED FOR:
Editor, The BQ News
Business Manager, The BG News
Editor, The Key
Sales Manager, The Key
^Applications Due By Noon Fri.,Feb2
106 University Hall
Director of Student Publications

Delta zeta Congratulates
Brenda Ley ■ Jackie Gribbons Award
(outstanding service to
Panhellenic Council)
JoAnne Veto - New Golden Torch
member
Judy Market ■ Cabinet position
to Panhel and
To the entire Chapter for their
fine scholastic achievements

Board of Block Cultural Activities
Student Development Program and
"University Student Activities"
presents

SLAVE

"THEELLUSION"
and "MIXED COMPANY"

LADIES ONLY

I
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Howhmwolkt
th»windto4»f<-nrty!

♦

«&
Thursday, February 26, 1981
■*<»©** '" ,he BGSU Grand Ballroom
8:00pm
\&*
latete
■Sound Asylum Records & Tapes
- ._
_
-Villa Records & Tapas. 2 locations
BQWHng Qt—fl
.G„|,| Coast Records 4 Tapes.
2
■Finders Records & Tapes
"MM'ont
Student Development Oltice, BGSU Pantheon Theatre
University Union Box OHIce. BGSU Hutton Pharmacy. 3 locations
♦iMMI

ONE OF THE YEARS 5 BEST FILMS

TREVOR HOWAJlO»it»vvtcwAijiER
»_MCX MM* • JAIVK BBvKO esneaeaaaMM >*DtN

i«MMt,MM«B DU»SOT,1XM*SE VtlMC Mat O, «Bl »SW C— •-- r* "I'" -A"*
A P*C*< MfOHMIC*** ENKWWSS NC QBJAK OawavCfl

I fCLA-ZEU

STARTS FRIDAY!
LIMITED ENGAGEMENT
SORRY NO PASSES-

«HI

MARDICRAS
PRESENTS

DISNEY ON PARADE
••See the Disney characters exhibit throughout the week in the Union Lobby
■■Sign-up for Saturday night Scavenger Hunt in UAO of f ice-50 cents
■■Vote for King & Queen of Mardi Gras all week in Union Lobby

ThuRsdAy Feb. 26
Dixieland Jamboree with the "Cakewalkln Jazz Band," 9-12 am. Falcon's Nest, Union. Contests
to include: Cakewalk, jello slurp, marshmallow eating contests. Free Admission. Driver's
license required as proof of ID.

FmdAy FEb.27
Mquseket—r Happy Hours. 2:30-5:30 In the Falcon's Nest, Union. Wear your Mickey Mouse
t-shirts & ears Free Admission. Driver's license required.
Mickey's Movie House. 7 pm, Grand Ballroom, 2nd floor, Union. Featuring "101 Dalmations."
rRKADfMoWaMl popcorn.
Cinderella's Ball. 9 pm-12 am, Side Door of the Union. Mixer type atmosphere. FREE ADMISSION. Proof of age required.

SATURdAy Ftb. 28
Union will be transformed into a Disney "World" 8-12 am.
First Floor-Polka Dance with "Bette and the Boys" in Falcon's Nest, 9-12 am.
SecondI Floor-Showboat -Browsing Room. Non-stop entertainment starting 8:30 pm.
Magic Kingdom-Grand Ballroom, 8 pm-12 am, Casino parly & carnival booths.
Mickey's Movlehousa-Prout Cafeteria. "Milestones for Mickey" every hour.
Third Floor-Travel Down Main Street, USA to...
Dumbo's ball-Alumni Room-Tacos, Corn dogs, bagels, soft drinks, & more
It's A Small World-Campus Room-Sweet shop serving international sweets
Mickey's Mystic Room-Professional Mystics will be telling fortunes & reading palms
Disney's Dlzzyhouse-A funhouse offering prizes

ALL PROCEEDS CO TO CHARITY
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'It contradicts everything brotherhood stands for'

Stevens slams use of hazing on college campuses
ing, wreckless and intentional physical and mental ed an anti-hazing law that establishes criminal
responsibility.
abuse.
ACCORDING TO the New York law, hazing is
"YOUNG PEOPLE should not go off to college, against the law and schools must tell students that.
which is a center of learning and humanity, and die Other states do not require the warning. Strict
in the name of brotherhood. It contradicts punishment, including criminal prosecution, will
result from hazing incidents.
everything brotherhood stands for," she said.
"I'm clearly not anti-greek. I'm anti-hazing and
Although that message didn't fall on deaf ears
Saturday, when Stevens first began spreading the the efforts to control it are intensifying. Some
fraternities are pioneers now, they're not calling
word, few listened.
"The trouble I ran into in the beginning was that new members pledges, they call them associate
people were afraid of adverse publicity. They'd tell members. They're welcoming them in as equal,
me, 'Leave the fraternity business to the profes- that's brotherhood," she said.
Stevens told the group that she is encouraged by
sionals. Stay home and make pot roasts.' But until
we brought this whole ugly thing to the surface, peo- what she sees at Bowling Green. She said the administration here knows hazing could be a problem.
ple haven't dealt with it," she said.
Among those who haven't dealt with it, Stevens Currently, Stevens and her committee are researsaid, are university administrators who adopt the ching hazing-related deaths across the country. According to the group's statistics, there have been 36
attitude of "boys will be boys."
BUT STEVENS pressed on, taking her message deaths since 1970 and 19 since Stevens' son died.
to high schools, colleges and fraternity conventions,
"MANY PROBABLY go unreported or are passand finally the media.
ed off as accidents," she said.
"I've met with too many administrators who felt
The most startling statistic, Stevens said, is that
it wasn't a problem. But once I received national at- 98 percent of hazing incidents involve alcohol.
tention (via stories in People magazine and the New
"Most cases are alcohol-related and involve inYork Times and appearances on Phil Donahue and credible peer pressure. It's deceiving and
the Tomorrow shows), I received a lot of letters and degrading. You have to be extremely cautious when
became aware of how serious the problem was," dabbling with the mind," she said.
she said.
Although Stevens admits that any anti-hazing law
And after receiving that attention, Stevens said, is not a "cure-all," there are other ways to deal with
administrators, as well as executives from national the problem.
fraternities, became interested.
"Hazing has been around a long time. I don't
But where Stevens has had the most important claim to have all the answers, but there is no place
victory thus far is on the legislative front After ex- for hazing in fraternities. It's in conflict of
tensive lobbying efforts by Stevens, New York pass- everything fraternities are built upon," she said.

by Gary Bern
•tad reporter

It was an event that would end one life and change
another.
It started out simply and Innocently: climb into a
car trunk, drink a pint of bourbon, a bottle of wine
and a six-pack of beer. No big deal, it's been done
before, it'll be done again. It's tradition.
But that tradition ended suddenly on Feb. 25,1978
at the Klan Alpine fraternity at Alfred University in
upstate New York. Chuck Stenzel, a 20-year-old
pledge of the fraternity, participated in the
"tradition" and never survived. When the trunk of
the car was opened. Chuck was unconscious and
later died of respiratory failure. Two other pledges
participated in the activity - one suffered a heart
attack, the other went into a coma - and they
barely survived.

staff photo by Jim Borgen

Eileen Stevens

AND NOW, three years after the fact, Stenzel's
mother, Eileen Stevens, is still trying to make sure
that he didn't die in vain.
To achieve that end, Stevens has formed the Committee Halting Useless College Killings in honor of
Chuck and has given more than 100 lectures across
the country to spread her message: hazing, either of
physical or mental sort, has no place on college
campuses.
It was that message that Stevens brought to the
University Saturday to the annual Interfraternity
Council Leadership Conference.
Stevens told the more than 300 greeks in attendance that her son's death wasn't the result of a
tradition gone wrong. Rather, it resulted from haz-
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FKIENDIY FOOD STORES

PRICES GOOD THRU MARCH 1,1961.

*Ptu4>

WE ABE PLEASED 10 ACCEPT

180A FOOD STAMPS

"CHOOSY CHOICE" BEEF!
EVERYDAY LOW PRICES!

»

TOTAL SAVINGS!

with this coupon

ROMAN'S
HAIR DESIGNERS

1616 W00STER ST

■tatUSM

(ACROSS FROM THE FOOTBALL STADIUM)
GREAT SCOT

BREAD
20 0Z.

GREAT SCOT

2%
MILK
Vi GAL.

frtta All* wmMtkroitfi

636 S Mom Fmftor <2<-TOO

CAMPBELL'S

CHICKEN

HA'yJt* ANOtACTHlNlfOWtTHSCtNCt

BG VS. MIAMI
TONIGHT

NOODLE
SOUP
10.8 0Z.

GROUND BEEF

KING OF THE BAKERS

PATTIE

IDAHO
POTATOES

38

EKLEIEIRY'S

FRYER
LEGS
LB.

Be tkere and watcli as the Falcons pit tin

WHAMMY

OPEN DMY-8 am,1 a.m.

SUNDAY
10 A.M. - 10 P.M.

QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED.

±et us hear your voice...Write a letter to the Editor today!

m mm owt miss it.

Tickets available at tie Memorial Wl ticket
office aid at the gate.
t Tel your secrets
t
t
|
Lin the BG News classifieds *
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College Expenses Can Hurt.

0

Cooperative Education Can Help.
SEE THE CO-OP OFFICE NOW ABOUT
THESE AVAILABLE , PAID POSITIONS
2

3.

1.
EMPLOYER: Residential Home lor
mentally retarded adults
POSITION: Residential Assistant
QUALIFICATIONS: Education majors
preferred
PAY RATE: S616.00-699.20/month
START PATEj ASAP

EMPLOYER: Machine and Tool Corporation
POSITION: Technical Writer Co-Op
QUALIFICATIONS: Technical Writing/Journalism majors
E: $744.0O-960.00/month
IE: Open

5.

EMPLOYER: Machine & Tool Corporation
POSITION: Systems Analyst Co-Op
*~*ONS: MIS majors
. 744 00-960.00/month
DATE: Open

EMPLOYER: Machine & Tool Corporation
POSITION: Accounting Co-Op
QUALIFICATIONS: Accounting/Finance
Majors
PAY RATE: $744.00-960.00/month
START DATE: Open

EMPLOYER: Machine & Tool Corporation
POSITION: Engineer Co-Op
'ALIFICATIONS: Engineering majors
l-960.00/month
STE: Open

10.

6

EMPLOYER: Metropolitan parks
system
POSITION: Photographer
QUALIFICATIONS: Photojournalistlc
skills and strong writing ability.
PAYRATE: $536.00-576.00/month
START PATEi Spring Quarter

EMPLOYER: Metropolitan parks
system
POSITION: Public Information Co-Op
QUALIFICATIONS: Strong writing
skills, some photography ability
PAY RATE: $536 00-576.00/month
START PATE: Spring Quarter

EMPLOYER: Metropolitan parks
system
POSITION: Graphic Design Co-Op
QUALIFICATIONS: Junior in graphic
design, proficient with graphic arts
tools
^Y RATE: $536.0O-576.00/month
[E; Spring Quarter

EMPLOYER: Metropolitan parks
system
POSITION: Stable Assistant Co-Op
QUALIFICATIONS: Junior or Senior
with emphasis in biology.
PAY RATE: $536.00-576.00/month
STAR!r DATE: Spring Quarter

EMPLOYER: Metropolitan parks
system
POSITION: V'-: cO management Co-

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

EMPLOYER: Metropolitan parks
system
POSITION: In", cQ e Naturalist Co-

EMPLOYER: Nursing Home
POSITION: Nursing Aids
QUALIFICATIONS: Interest and con
cern for older patients
PAY RATE: $520.0O/month
START DATE: Spring Quarter

EMPLOYER: Security and Investigations Agency
POSITION: Plant Protection Co-op
QUALIFICATIONS: Juniors or Seniors
in a training program involving security.
PAY RATE: $600.00/month
START PATEi Spring Quarter

EMPLOYER: Major Banking Equipment
Manufacturer
POSITION: Computer Science Co-op
QUALIFICATION: Juniors or Seniors
with several computer programming
courses
PAY RATE: $1041 60/month
START PATEi Spring Quarter

EMPLOYER: Major Banking Equipment
Manufacturer
POSITION: Production and Inventory
Control Co-op
QUALIFICATIONS: Late juniors or ear
ly seniors, sophomores considered.
PAYRATE: $1041.60/month
START DAf E: Spring Quarter

17.

18.

19.

20.

EMPLOYER; Office^upplies Company
POSITION: Intp- C\) sign Co-op
QUALIFICVA'L.Vr interior Design
hackaroun »
backgroun'
" W RATE: $560 00/month
£ ASAP

EMPLOYER: Area YMCA
POSITION: Recreation Activities
QUALIFICATIONS: Sophomore and
Junior Recreation Majors with an interest in Arts and Drama, Physical
Fitness and Exercise.
PAY RATE: $300.00/month
START PATE; Spring Quarter

EMPLOYER: Large area Photo Firm
POSITION: Employee & Community
Relations Assignment
QUALIFICATIONS: Junior or Senior In
Industrial Relations, Communications
or Journalism
PAY RATE: $1097.60/month
[£: Spring Quarter

EMPLOYER: Major Toledo area Company
POSITION; Stu'VCyrainee
QUALIFIC>\\IV^ccountino
Students, TVjuniors or early Seniors
PAY RATE: $850-935.00/month
START DATE Spring Quarter

EMPLOYER: Market Research Company
POSITION: Market Research Co-op
QUALIFICATION/-fy e, August, or
Dec. '81 gr.~c\V-*'-' Computer
background'
PAY RATE: $640.oo/month
START PATE; ASAP

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

EMPLOYER: Market Research Company
POSITION: Market Research Co-op
QUALIFICATIONS: August or Dec. 81
grad, Computer background, one
course in STAT and one Market
Research course.
PAY RATE: $640.00/month
.. .
START DATE: Summer Quarter

EMPLOYER: Market Research Company
ITION: •Technirri%Vriter Co-op

EMPLOYER: Large Industrial Manufacturlng Company
POSITION: Application Programming
(Computer Science)
QUALIFICATIONS: Sophomore or
Junior, good academic record.
AY RATE: $888.00/month
iEl Spring Quarter

EMPLOYER: Federal Agency
POSITION: Computer Science Co-op
QUALIFICATIONS: Computer Science
majors
PAY RATE: $814.00-914.00/month
START DATE: Spring Quarter

EMPLOYER: Federal Agency
POSITION: Engineering and Indus
Hygiene Co-op
QUALIFICATIONS: Chemistry or
biology major
PAY RATE: $814.00-914.00/month
START DATE: Spring Quarter

30.
EMPLOYER: Federal Agency
POSITION: Meteorology Co-Op
QUALIFICATIONS: Background In
Meteorology or Climatology and Computer Programming
PAY RATE: $905.00- 1020.00month
START DATE: Spring Quarter

Op

f\V.V>"

QUALIFICjnONS: Coursework In
Geology, Botony, Zoology, Natural
Resources.
PAY RATE; $536.00-576.00/month
START PATE; Spring Quarter
16.

26

_flO»-v V.y.ish

or

Tec.

Writing maji^\VY,juter science experience. Jur\.r or Senior, 2.75 GPA or
above.
PAYJLATE:
_js $640.00/month
Alfc ASAP
START PAT!

Op

c\W>

QUALIFICATIONS: Junior or Senior in
biology or related field.
PAY RATE: $536.00-576.0Q/month
DATE: Spring Quarter

27.

28.

29.

_ Federal Agency
ION: Computer
icience/Mathematlclan Trainee
QUALIFICATIONS: Knowledge of math
and FORTRAN programming, ability to
analyze computer printouts
PAY RATE: $905.00-1020.00/month
START PATE: Spring Quarter

ER: Federal Agency
Mathematician Co-Op
FICATIONS: Math majors interested in programming computers for
research, calculating satellite orbits
and developing weather models.
PAY RATE: $905.00-1020/month
START PATL Spring Quarter

EMPLOYER: Federal Agency
POSITION; Physics Co-Op
QUALIFICATIONS: Physics majors interested in environmental satellite data
collection and analysis
PAY RATE: $905.00-1020.00/month
START DATE: Spring Quarter

EMPLOYER: Federal Agency
POSITION: Cartographer Co-Op
QUALIFICATIONS: Cartography
background; Interest in chart making,
including navigational, aeronautical
and radial frequency charts.
PAY RATE: $905.00-1020.00/month
START DATE: Spring Quarter

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

EMPLOYER; Health Agency
POSITION: Environmental Health CoOP
.cO
QUALIFI(>\V.Vr Environmental
Studies b\l,
PAY R*TE: None
START DATE: Winter Quarter

EMPLOYER: Plastic Components
Manufacturer
ITION: Field Sales Engineer Co-Op
fciFTCATIONS: Late junior or early
senior with background In business admin.
PAY RATE: $928.00/month plus expenses
STAfiLQAIfc Summer Quarter

EMPLOYER: Plastic Components Corporation
POSITION: Field Sales Engineer Co-Op
QUALIFICATIONS: Late junior or early
senior Interested in industrial sales.
PAY RATE: $928.00/month plus expenses
START DATE: Spring Quarter

EMPLOYER: Publishing Corporation
ITION; Publications Design Co-Op
TFICATIONS: Ability in publication design and artwork
PAY RATE: Negotiable
START DATE: Winter Quarter

J'ER: Family Restaurant Chain
IflH; Manaf^Qainee Co-Op
QUALIFICATION ij£V,',t..tlnnal Food
Service and ^\V.0rant Management
majors only.
P^AJE,T$1095.00,mon,h
E: Spring Quarter

36.

37. PLACEMENT PENDING

38. PLACEMENT PENDING

39.

40 PLACEMENT PENDING

EMPLOYER: Family Restaurant Chain
ION: Manap;<\'ralnee Co-Op
iLiriuAiH'-t,
^oiituiionai
i-ooc
□SailQ'v^Xmutic
lional Food
Ice
ce ancV
anrV^'furant Management
majors onlyT
" $1095.00/month
IE: Summer Quarter

EMPLOYER: Office Supply Company
POSITION: Sales Representative Co
Op
QUALIFICATIONS: Mature, Personable
individual with knowledge of office
machines
PAY RATE" $536.00/month
START PATE: ASAP

EMPLOYER: Local Banking Firm
POSITION: Credit Dept. Co Op
QUALIFICATIONS: Junior or senior
able to analyze financial statements
PAY RATE; $625.00/month
START DATE: Spring Quarter

EMPLOYER: Local Banking Firm
POSITION: Credit Dept. Co-Op
QUALIFICATIONS: Junior or senior
able to analyze financial statements
PAY RATE: $625.00/month
START PAT& Spring Quarter

EMPLOYER: Manufacturing Firm
POSITION: Mechanical or Electrical
Engineer Co-Op
QUALIFICATIONS: Student in
mechanical/electrical engineering or
engineering techology
PAY RATE: Negotiable
START DATE: Spring Quarter

42.

43.

EMPLOYER: Educational Institution
SNTAdlunct Instructor
QUALIFICATIONS: Graduate Student
in Interpersonal & Public Communication
$442.0O/month
lEi Autumn Quarter

mm

EMPLOYER: Educational Institution
POSITION: Off-campus Philosophy Instructor in Adult Education
QUALIFICATIONS: Graduate level
preparation and experiential perspective In Philosophy
PAY RATE: $750.00/month
START DATE: Spring Quarter

44.
EMPLOYER: Home for Retarded
Children
POSITION: Co-Op Weekend House
Parent
QUALIFICATIONS: Mature, reliable
Sophomore, Junior or Senior having a
sincere interest in working with retarded children
PAY RATE: $280/month
START DATE: Winter Quarter

45.

EMPLOYER: Major Banking Equipment
Manufacturer
ITION: Writer/Editor Co-Op
■ TFICATIONS: Junior, Senior or
ad students with strong writing and
editing skills. Technical writers and
other communications related majors.
AY RATE: $1041.60/month
ART PATE; Spring Quarter

46.

47.

41.

EMPLOYER: Data Processing Corporation
ITION: Marketing Representative
IFICATIONS: Juniors from the
Ima area. Marketing majors with a
computer science background.
PAY RATE: $800-960/month
START PATE; Winter Quarter
51.

JS Major N.W. Ohio Corp.
mputer Experience In
Personnel Dept.
QUALIFICATIONS: Sophomores preferred or mature Freshmen. Computer
Science knowledge and a proficient
typist.
To be determined
^Immediately
Candidates must see
Co-Op Office by no later than Feb. 26

49.

50.

Metropolitan newspaper
. . hotographer
ATIONS: Juniors experienc
ed In photo-journalism.
No
PAY RATE: $1180/month
START DATE: Summer Quarter

Large Local Hospital
ood Service Co-Op Worker
QUALIFICATIONS: Junior or Senior interested in Food Servi
Service.
PAY RATE: $740.80/month
START DATE: Spring Quarter

Th^ooper«lv»fcduc«tJoriOfTice»vortH^v^^
tiroughou Ohio and other states, developing job opportunities
re Educal
• tlon Program. Employers who hire these students
for students who participate In the University's Cooperative
assign them Job responsibilities compatible With their academic programs and career Interests, and pay them a fair and
equitable waoa. Some oiler fringe benefits that rival those available to regular, full-time employees, many students, with
prior approval of their academic departments, earn academic credit for their off-campus work experience. It's all part ol a
unique and time-proven educational plan which seeks to help college students integrate classroom theory with practical,
on-the-job realities and help them earn money to meet personal and college expenses. Participation In the Program can
significantly Improve your post-graduation employment opportunities. These positions are not Internships. They'll require a
little more of your time, but they'll give you a lot more In return.

52.
EMPLOYER: Large Manufacturer of
Solenoids
ITION: Programmer Co-Op
jlCATIONS: Must have at least
2 E.D.P. courses (Cobalt and Fortran )
Support and assist Systems Analyst.
PAY RATE: $1110.40/month
START PATE: Spring Quarter (This is a
six-month assignment.)

EMPLOYER: Data Processing Corporation
POSITION: Systems Engineer
QUALIFICATIONS: Mature Juniors with
a background In computer science.
Lima area residents preferred.
PAY RATE: $800-960/month
ART DATE: Winter Quarter

; Metropolitan newspaper

EMPLOYER: Home for Retarded
Children
POSITION: Co-Op House Parent
QUALIFICATIONS: Mature, reliable
Sophomore, Junior or Senior having a
sincere interest in working with retarded children.
PAXJBAIfe $670/month
START PATE: Spring Quarter

iTIONS: Juniors with a Journallsm malor.
$1180/month
t Summer Quarter

LB

The BQSU Cooperative Education Program. It can help.

SCHEDULE AN INTERVIEW NOW FOR THESE AVAILABLE CO-OP JOBS
The Cooperative Education Program 222 Administration Bids- 372-2451
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Classifieds<
LOST a. FOUND
LMt gray woof blaier w/scarf at
Sigma
Chi
party
l/lt,
Presidential Lounge
Reward.
Wo ques. asked H>Ii or »■ M03.

Naad ride to w. (Ida of Clave.
(Exit »A) Thurv eve. Fab. 2e or
Fr. Fab. 27. will halp wiin ga>.
Call Karen IB-MW.
Ride naadad to Phlladalphla
Araa. Spr. Break Will mare
expenses.
Please call 35? 6*00
artytlma.

smvicas ef'ww
Emotional and/or malarial
pregnancy aid can be yours If you
naad It. Contact EMPA 35M4M
or 353 7041. Any Into given
confidential.

PERSONALS
IMPRINTED SPORTSWEAR
IMPRINTED SPORTSWEAR
EAST COURT. 117 E. Court.
IH-IH7.
Buying, gold A sliver
Paying Highest Prices
Jewelry Box, 133 W. Wooster.
CASH PAID FOR GOLD CLASS
RINGS. Check other prices, then
call 352 4175 for the highest gold
prices offered. Ask for Stave.
TKE
TKE
TKE
TKE
TKE
TKE

LEI
LEI
LEI
LEI
LEI
LEI

DARROW ICE CREAM MARCH

Just keep remembering that you
ant a member of the Outstanding
Sorority on Campus. I'm proud of
you, Little! Gamma Phi love 8.

1

mine. Your Big, Lil.

DARROW ICE CREAM MARCH

Lil' Lois: Congrats on becoming
an active Gamma Phi. Keep on
smiling 'cul you're the best. I
love ya Little. Nlkkl.

1 M. naeds apt. or house
Immediately for (1 12 school
year. Call 352 »1».

Zaba Congrats on becoming an

Needed Immediately! 1 or 2 F.
rmtes. 2 bdrm. apt. on 3rd St.
fum. Very nice. $147 or $73.50 mo.
Call Leslie 352-OM4.

Christine, congrats on going
active as an SAE III'slsl Sprlng/ll
be a blast so be horol Bran.

1
DARROW ICE CREAM MARCH
1

mon

PARTY
PARTY
PARTY
PARTY
PARTY
PARTY

SEVERAL VISITS TO OUR
TANNING booth will minimize
tht dangers of sunburn during
your
Fla,
break.
Hair
Unlimited^ Tanning Center. 143
W Wooster 353-32tl.
???What do Chee Omunga, 0«
roast, flamer. snowbound. Hells
Angels. Western kidnap, dorm
Olympics, Beta Fever & many
more have In common? They are
all good times & some of the
nicest T-shirts on campus. Low
cost Fast Delivery. Call Tim
353 27*9

Hearing resigns *-»-

Only 3 more days until Take's
Hawaiian Lai Party! [
Mickey Mouse invites you to
attend "Disney on Parade" at
the 'II Mardl Gras Feb. 2o2l,
University Union. Please Cornel

ACTIVE SAE Lil' Sis'. You're
finally a "real" one. It maybe
now you'll start getting the
"abuse" that you so deserve.
Love from the Offenhauer East
penthouse.

Congratulations Lisa Strommen
a, Karen Hunter for being tapped
Into Golden Torch. We're proud
of you I Love. Your AX Sisters.
LAG What else can be said?
Congrats, again, on receiving the
Carolyn Wood award. You are
truly an Inspiration to not only
me. but to all of Gamma Phi.
Love, K.
Alpha Phi Lll's: After receiving
the clues made of wit we thought
the fun would ntvmr qultl And so
the bigs traveled from East to
West to get our paddles from our
lll's-thay're THE BEST.
Grace
Monstra
&
Scott
Sounders: Dear Frlendsl What's
the matter. Isn't an SAE Phi Mu
lavalier enough?)
In all
seriousness, we're really happy
for both. Congratulations on
becoming pin mates. Love, Tony
a,Lorl.
Congratulations Pam Harper &
Carol Jackson on receiving
highest Big Lil' Award. Keep up
the good work! Love, Your AX
Sisters.
Sharl P. I'm so glad that you're
finally ACTIVE. Keep up your
great enthusiasm & get psyched
for many more great times In
SAE I Love, Karen
BGSU BEWARE OF:
Flying glasses A Ice cubes.
whooping cries & low laughs.
Uptown has never been the same,
irs Buiu's birthday & she's ready
to celebrate again. Happy
Birthday Bufu. Love, Brodi & E i
Lil' Karen, Congrats on going
active. I knew you could do It.
Wasn't all that waiting worth It?!

CRAIG, Congratulations
being elected PRESIDENT
SAE. I know you'll do a great
Good Luck. Love. Your III
Sharon.

on
OF
lob.
sis.

To my III CAROLYN CLARK:
Thanks for the fun paddle hunt A
crazy clues! Maybe next time we
could get a WIDER NECK
bottle? L.I.T.B.Jane. PS. Happy
Birthday.
Alpha Phi Neophytes: Your
sisters hope this week proves to
be inspiring & memorable to
each one of you! Will you EVER
go through initiation?

WANTED
F. rmte. to sublet house Spr. Qtr.
Own room. Close to campus. Ss5
plus utll. 352 sen

M/F rmte. for Spr. Otr. Own
bdrm. Close to campus. S240 qtr.
plus utll. 352 2SO0.
1 F. rmte. for Spr. Qtr. only. Own
Bdrm. Nice house Cheap rent!
352 7341.
1 F. rmte. for apt. In Spr. II. 316
E. Merry St. Call 352 1247

F. rmte. Immediately. Close to
campus $95 mo Apt. 12 D, 521 E.
Merry Ph. 352-7930.
M. rmte. Spr. Qtr.
SeO/mo. 4 bdr house
2nd St. 352-1117.
Ride needed for 2 to Ft.
Lauderdale, Fla. over Spr.
break will help with expenses.
Call Charles 352 2119.
2 F. for It 12 yr. to share apt. at
Rockledge Manor. For Info,
please call Chris at 353 4595 or

Laurie 352 0263
Christian F. needs apt. for Spr.

Qtr. Call 352 5675.
1 F. needed to sublet Haven
House Apt. for rest of sch, yr.
Close to campus, reasonable
rent. 352 1157.

1 F. to share apt. for Spr. Otr.
close to campus. Call 352 4325.

M. rmte. needed for remainder of
sch. yr. Very close to campus a.
your own room. $150 mo. includ.
all utll. 354 1971.

Rmte. to share nice, big house,
own bdrm. 1132 & elec mo. March
1 thru Sept. I 354-1354

F. non-smoker rmte. needed!
Spring. Close to campus. Nicel
Has Everything! 352-7637.

1 F. rmte. for Spr. Otr. Right by
campus. S100 mo. A utll. Call
Anne 1S2-S490.
F. rmte. 3 bdrm. house. Your
own room. Ph. 352 a»65 anytime.

To subls. immedlotely-2 bdrm.
apt. on 6th St. all turn. new. Rent
$350 mo. plus elec. Call 352 2521
ext. 213, anytime.

Lil Phi Psi's, Congratulations on
going active!! Here's to the great
times to come! Love, Sue &
Alanna.

F. non-smoker to share apt. Spr.
Qtr. Buff on Clough St. S100 A
utll. Call 352-4343.

1 F. rmte. to share turn, house
Spr. Qtr. Great rmtes! $110 mo.
includ. utll. Call after 5 p.m.,
352 5531.

Tony
(Aldo)
Rlnlcelle:
Congratulations on doing so well
for the SAE's In the "Anchor
Splash Beauty Contest." You
were the greatest bathing beauty

F. rmte. for Spr Qtr. SUPER
REDUCED price tor $200 plus
utll. Located on 7th St. Call

Sansul AU 317 amp. $200.
Technics turntable $100. Call

352-4414.

3521143.

1 F. to share nice apt. very close
to campus Spr. Qtr. Great rmtes.
Only $300 qtr. includ. utll. Call
352 4791.

Royal typewriter, 1959 model,
excell. cond. If will last forever &
fall you never. Capital letters,
small print & large. Best deal
ever Call Flrtdlay 1 424-0501.

therel Looks like I have myself a
real winner! Love ya, Lorl.
TO LAST WEEK'S CCHA
PLAYER OF THE WEEK:
Hlllsy, congratulations even
though it's a little late. I lust want
you to know I'm proud of you.
Love, Your Buddie.
Linda C.-Long time ago, you
pledged Gamma Phi now you're
finally an active sister. You're a
super little & I'm really looking
forward to the great times that
an yet to come! Love, Your Big.
AX Neophytes. Congratulations
on receiving highest pledge class
average. We're very proud of
you! Keep up the excellent work.
Love, Ax sisters.

F. rmte. Immediately! House
close to campus. Own room. Call
Mary 352 7162.
^^^

Photographic models (female,
over 10); $10 per hr. Mall recent
photo, and short resume to Photo
Technics, Inc. P.O. Box 723,
Main Post Office. 435 S. St. Clalr.
Toledo, Ohio 4M95.
M/F 2 rooms to subls lor Spr.
Qtr. in 5 bdrm. house. Close to
campus. $240 qr. plus utll.
3522*00.

FOR SALE

FREE! 2 mala pups. 6 mil's 40
lbs. Poodle/lab/setter. 352-5549.
Yamaha receiver,
Excell. cond $300.
372-5493.

55 watts.
Call Tom,

HELP WANTED
Lifeguard at 4-H Camp Palmer,
(or approx. 7 wks. begin. June 14.
Must have WSI. SaVwk. plus
room a, brd. Contact Richard
Martin, wood County Extension
Office. I Courthouse Square, BG.
352 6531 ext. 2231.

FOR RENT
1 Bdrm. apt. avail, tor sublet now
A/or Spr. Qtr. $225 mo. Gas paid
up until June. Pool. Good
location. Call 352-4521 or
14753*33.

Spr. Qtr. only. 2 bdrm. apt. Avail.
Fall eftic. A 1 bdrm. Juneoccup.
2 bdrm. w/flreplace a attached
garage. 352-3445.
Subls. I bdrm. unfurn. apt. $119
plus utll. Gas heat, central air.
cable TV. patio. 352-4035 after 6
p.m.
Summer Rentals
Reduced Rates
Newlove Realty 352 5163.
Apt. subls. Spr. Sum. 1 Ig. bdrm.
$220 A elec. gas heat. 130 4th St.

14. 352 5454

THURSTIN MANOR APTS. AC.
FULLY CARPETED, CABLE
TV.
EFFICIENCIES.
LAUNDRY FACILITIES. NOW
LEASING FOR SUMMER A
FALL. 451 THURSTIN AVE.

352 5435.
Houses A Aprs. 1911-12 school
year. Call Newlove Realty
352-51*3.
Quiet, sound controlled turn,
studios w/buiit in bookcases,
attic storage ft. short term leases
avail. Grad students only. Call
now 352 7691.

student to a fully TYPESET ONE PAGE
RESUME WITH TEN PRINTED COPIES ON
WHITE BOND for only $20.00 (plus tax).
cyvE^
Offer good only at Jeff Rice's Big Red "Q"
Quickprint, Inc. Ill S. Main St.,
Bowling Green. Ohio 43402
(419) 352-5762
Offer expires March 31, 1981
OME OF THE RESUME PROFESSIONALS^—

GET READY
FOR SPRING!

CAMPUS MANOR. Now renting
(or Summer. Special Rates. Ph.
352 9302 or 352 7365 eves.
303 S. Prospect. 4 bdrm. house
starling 11611. 1 tr. lease. Call
John Newlove Real Estate.
352 6553.

2 bdrm. (urn. mobile home.
Summer 1,/or Foil. 2 F. pref.
Opposite Towers. 352 0176 or

352 7414.
Now leasing: Efflc. 1 or 2 bdrms.
furn.
or
unfurn.
apts.
MEADOWVIEW COURT, 214
Napoleon Rd. Bowling Green
352 1195.

ooooooooo

VALUABLE CODPON——
This coupon entitles one job hungry B.G.S.U.

rigors and disappointments
of her job, but decided
against it.
"I signed a contract with
the students and I couldn't
resign because I have a
responsibility. Brian also
made a contract - but it is
his right to break it"
HEARING ALSO said he
is disillusioned about the
politics that occur at the
University.
"I never knew how much
politics go on until I became
vice president I believe in
free choice, but it's
unbelievable the way people
come up and try to influence
your decisions. It's things
like that that make you sick-maybe I'm just too clean,"
he said.
He said he holds no personal grudge against Kortokraz, adding, "I don't
want to hurt the integrity of
the organization or the people involved."
But he added, "Dana Ko»
tokrax is a bright, energetic,
and outstanding individual.

ToL. « .
JLcllvC / OCLJJB

See Our Large
Selection ol TShirts,
Jerseys, Sweatshirts
arid other Sportwear.

But she has angles instead of
curves, and people get snagged on these angles. I am not
the only person that has
been snagged by these corners."
ALTHOUGH he had contemplated resigning since
last quarter, Hearing said
now was the right time. Instead of ending his term spring quarter, Hearing said he
may have had to retain his
position in a transition
period to help new executives.
And as a senior on the
brink of entering the job
market, he opposed the extra quarter's work, saying
he needed some free time
before graduation.
He said he will not reconsider the decision, adding,
"Evidently my decisions
didn't effect the organization, so why would they
now?"
Kortokrax said, "I'll feel a
blow from this for a long
time, and my job will be
harder.
"I'LL MISS Brian, but I
give him credit for realizing
he should get out before the
position got the best of him."
She said Hearing couldn't
stand as much pressure as
she, and added that he "was
probably in a bad position
because he was the first
male vice president under
the first female president."
The resignation will make
SGA stronger, Kortokrax
believes. She plans to work
more with the organization's
boards and closer with the
executives.

We do custom Imprinting and lettering.
We'll Do1 shirt or 50.

.stockW*
in

Falcon House
140 E. Wooster

^ngnca.

352-3610

352-2610

One Day Special
Tuesday only
Skyr Turtlenecks
100% Cotton
As*. Colors S.M.L.
Reg. $15.00

$10.99
Open Tues. Eve. till 9:00

New, space-age alloy
that looks as good as gold,
wears as good as gold, costs about half as much.
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER: Save .$10
off the regular price. (Offer valid through February 27
ONLY.)
Yellow Lustrium rings by Josten's available daily
at the University Bookstore
■ W <M4 -W IUI • t

£y»» •■omiftwd by
Or trrfwrU Klsm OO
I As^ociat*. Optomwtri.ii

Burlinqton
Optical
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Weekend wrap-up,
Relays qualify for NCAA
Two record-setting relays qualified for the NCAA Indoor Championships,
pacing Bowling Green's men's track team to a seventh-place finish in the Central Collegiate Conference Championship meet last weekend.
The distance medley relay and the two-mile relay both set school records,
meet records and f ieldhouse records at the University of Michigan, in addition
to qualifying for the NCAA meet.
The distance medley team won its race in 9:43.3, well under the qualifying
standard of 9:49. The squad consisted of John Anich (1:53.4), Terry Reedus
(48.4), Steve Housley (2:57.2) and Jeff Brown (4:04.1).
The two-mile relay also was champion with a time of 7:28.66. The qualifying
standard is 7:33.0. Members of the team were Dave Agosta (1:53.3), Chuck
Pullom (1:53.2), Anich (1:51.2) and Brown (1:50.76).
THE FALCONS totaled 44 points to finish seventh in the 18-team field. The
meet winner was the University of Michigan with 128V4 points.
Brown also was meet champion in the 880-yard run. He won the event with a
time of 1:55.42. Pullom placed fourth in the same race with a 1:57.29 clocking.
Housley came back to place second in the two-mile run. His time was 8:54.63.
Reedus also finished in fifth place in the 600 dash with a time of 1.11.99.

Tracksters set five records
Five school records fell at the MAC Invitational meet last weekend, helping
Bowling Green's women's track team place second.
Sophomore Stephanie Eaton led the way with a first place time of 2:16.62 in
the 880-yard run. The other first-place time record was set by the 880 relay team
of Kim Jamison, Kelly Jamison, Sheila Gibson and Jane Guilf ord, who combined for a time of 1:42.47.
The mile relay team of Sheila Martin, Diana Jennings, Joy Cla wson and Gibson also set a record with a 4:01.9 time, but placed third.

Gibson set another record with a fourth-place effort in the 440 dash in 1:00.36.
Kelly Jamison set the last record with a time of 38.18 in the 300 dash. Jamison
did not place in the race.
THE TEAM finished with 107 points, 21 behind champion Eastern Michigan.
Central Michigan was a close third with 101 points.
Eaton came back and won the 1,000 run with a time of 2:40.09.
Kim Jamison placed second in the 60 dash in 7.17 seconds while her twin
sister, Kelly, finished sixth in the same race.
Kathy Kaczor completed the two-mile run in 11:11.9 to place second and Bev
Lynch was fifth in the same race with a 11:20.9 clocking. Terri Gindlesberger
finished second in the three-mile run in 17:19.79 while Karen McQuilkin clocked
a 17:56.37 to place fourth.
Jennings placed third in the long jump with a leap of 17-614 while Kelly
Jamison jumped 17-2V« to place fifth.
Dawn Noel and Jenny Thornton placed fourth and sixth in the 60 hurdles with
times of 8.55 and 8.61, respectively. Heidi Asmus placed fourth in the high jump
with a leap of 5-6.
Betsy Ryan finished the mile run in fourth place with a 5:13 clocking, while
Kathy Mason placed sixth in the pentathlon with 2,840 points.

points in the vault. Margy Pfister (8.85) took second in the event and Laurie
Garee's 8.70 was fifth.
Pfister and Garee finished with BG's next best all-around scores, with 33.80
and 33.45, respectively.
As a team, the Falcons took three of the four events, dropping only the
balance beam to the Sycamores.
In the bars, Karin Kemper placed third in the meet with an 8.50, while Garee
was finished in a tie for fourth at 8.45.
Pfister recorded two third-place marks, tying with ISU's Fay Neukam at 8.40
in the beam and scoring 8.55 on the floor exercise.
The dual meet win raised BG's overall record to 6-4.
The Falcons will compete in the state championship at Miami, Saturday, with
favored Ohio State, Kent State, Miami and Youngstown State.
BG was runner-up to the Buckeyes in last year's state meet, while Kent
finished third.

Boyle paces BG gymnasts

Bowling Green's women cagers gained respect but no victories when they
dropped two close decisions over the weekend, 67-62 to Eastern Michigan and
77-70 to the University of Dayton.

Sophomore Dawn Boyle returned to Bowling Green's gymnastics all-around
lineup in Saturday's 136.40-135.70 win at Indiana State, and made her presence
felt, breaking one school record and tying another.
Yet another school record was set as BG's 136.40 point total was the highest
ever totaled by a Falcon gymnastic team.
Boyle rewrote BG's record in the all-around competition with a four-event
total of 34.75, eclipsing Linda Baxter's two-year-old mark of 34.40.
A school record-tying 9.25 in the vault highlighted a day when Boyle could
score no less than an 8.10 on the balance beam. She also scored an 8.75 in the
floor exercise and an 8.65 in the uneven bars.
With Boyle leading the way, the Falcon gymnasts scored a season-high 35.30

tooooooooooooooooobooooooooooooooco
!Givo youreaH o braak. Start studying lor finals now.

ROLLER SKATES
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INDOOR Of OUTOOOP
High Top atooti end Joanna IhrVt*
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"We gave a good effort against a great UD team and strong Eastern team,"
BG coach Kathy Bole said. "We showed that we could play at an equal caliber
to both of the teams."
For more than a half, BG outplayed U D , a nationally ranked team with a
1M record. BG led by three points at the a half, and nine points at one stage.
The Flyers retained their poise and regained their lead in surging past the
Falcons in the second half. U D had four players in double figures, led by Julie
Schaefer with 24 points.
Against EMU, the Falcons led by six at the half, 33-27, only to fall back in the
second half. BG got back to within two points, 62-60, with 13 seconds left, but the
Hurons sank five of six free throws to silence the Falcons.

X

You won't forgat it.

WE'RE ON
OUR WAY.

Women cagers drop pair
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A chanca to study and liva In London

Carolyn Wood ... Lisa Gravette

.1

* wKte rax* ol sutnecta and cornea la anHaNa m Canon London lot i
eluoenta ol ma social aciences
Junior yaaf

Golden Torch ... Kim Downs

Poalgraduala Diploma.

One-year Master a Oegrees

Research

Sobiacla Includ* Accounting and Finance. Hcluanal Science. Anthropology.

MARCH 5th & 6th
INTERVIEWS: CAREER PLANNING &
PLACEMENT
INFORMATION: UNION FOYER—~-

DETROIT AREA OFFICE:
1-800-521-8686

Lisa Gravette

Business Sludcai Economelncs EconomKa. Economic Hlalory. QeooreoAy. ,
Government. Induattlal Relations. International Hlalory. International Relations.
Law. Management Science. Operational Raaaarch Pnrtoaopny. Politics Social ,

GOLDEN TORCH
AWARD

Admrmetratlon. Social Wo*. Sociology. Social Paycxotogy and staaencei and
Mathematical Sciences

All we want you
to do is supervise 150
people and a
multi-million dollar
operation.

MONDAY, March 2

6-9 pm

115 Educ Bldg

Registration &
Information

MONDAY, April 6
WEDNESDAY, April 8
SUNDAY, April 12
TUESDAY, April 14
THURSDAY, April 16
SATURDAY, April 25
SUNDAY, April 26

7-10 pm
7-10 pm.
1 pm
7-10 pm
7-10 pm
9 am
1 pm

Anderson Arena
Anderson Arena
Anderson Arena
Anderson Arena
Anderson Arena
Alumni Center
Rec Center

Clinic
Clinic
Semi-Finals
Clinic
Clinic
Interviews

TOLL FREE
7 a.m.-10 p.m.
1-800-438-8039

| Don't liller your campus or lha |
surrounding community.

Congratulations
to the new
GAMMA PHI BETA
ACtlveS:
Sue Bloch
Kathy Brucker
Sandy Bungo
Lori Cox
Linda Currie
Lynne Eaton
Laura Finlzza
Gwynne Gulliford
Sherri Halo
Lisa Inman

Application t>ler*a Irom
Admiaaione Secretary. L.S E. Hough ton street London WC2A JAE, England
Pleaee atate -nether |untor yew or poetgraOuale

1981-82
CHEERLEADING TRYOUTS

ABORTION

PEOPLE START IT YOU CAN
STOP IT

Susan Kachurak
Barb Laux
Carol McMahon
Kara Milar
Becky Petrie
Sherri Pruden
Lois Reinke
Pam Rizzuti
Mary Roberts
Tracy Schnapp

Susan Swartz
Judi Weltman
Jennifer White

1 FREE POP
with the purchase of any small pizza
Rik For It When Ordering

k/s
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA

352-5166

EXPIRES MARCH 15. 1981
■COUPON

Finals

-MEN AND WOMEN WELCOME-

MYLE'S
PIZZA PUB

• Sirloin Strip Dinner
• All-You-Can-Eat Salad Bar
• Choice of Pudding or , ALL FOR ONLY
Fruit-Flavored Gelatin
• Choice of any
Beverage

$

352-1504

And do it well

4J9\

ixtrpi milt.

That's the kind ol Job a General
Manager ol a Hills Department
Store has on his. or her. hands.
And it takes a special kind ol
person to do il.
We're looking for talented,
hard working college graduates
to be the new generation ol Hills
General Managers. It means long
hours and relocation, but it can
be a rewarding career.
We have one ol the most
advanced training programs in
the industry. It's designed around
a Career Advancement Program

that has seen a number ol our
Assistant Managers becoming
GM's in less time than almost any
other major retailer.
It you'd be interested in hearing
more about the outstanding
opportunities Hills has to otter,
why not talk to one of us.
Just bring your resume to the
placement office, so we're certain
to see you when we're on your
campus.
We'll be there on March 2
Contact your placement office
lor details.

Harvey Dolltver

Jess Ealy

4 FREE CANS of MOUNTAIN DEW
& OR COKE with the purchase of
'A any 14" (1 item or more)
^■■y)

Jell Hudak

!»
Bob Murphy

516 E. Wooster
Dining room, Pick-up & Fast,
Free Delivery service
352-1504

3 more ways to save
every Tuesday after 4:00 pm

MYLE'S PIZZA COUPON

Talk with us about your future.
Jim Wlngard

Our Pizza isn't the cheapest, but our
quality & quantify can't be beat

pizza

EXTRA-CUT
CHOPPED
BEEF DINNER

RIB EYE
STEAK
DINNER

EXTRA-CUT
RIB EYE STEAK
DINNER

$2.69
$2.79
$3.79
Rrg S3 59
Rrg. $3*9
Rrg*4.t9
All dinners include a baked potato worm roll
with butler and our All-You-Con-Eat Salad Bar

%

Expires March 9, 1981
***i (1) coupon per pizza
Pick-up or delivery

PQOTEKQS&
1544 E. Wooster
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Sports.
Falcons climb into first-place tie with win over EMU
by Christopher Shark
assistant sports adltor

Dispelling rumors of acrophobia
when it comes to reaching the highest
elevation in the Mid-American Conference, Bonding Green finally reached the MAC summit, overstepping
stubborn Eastern Michigan, 61-59,
before 4,655 in Anderson Arena Saturday.
BG's rise to the top was clouded as
the Falcons crowd three others with
M records. The win boosted BG's
overall mark to 14-10.
Just one week before Saturday, the
Falcons were 7-5, two games behind
Western Michigan. But the Broncos
apparently found that, indeed, it truly
is lonely at the top and dropped their
next two outings to give BG, Ball State

and Toledo some company in first
place.
However, Eastern Michigan's
Hurons, 7-7, 12-12, did everything in
their power to make BG's ascension
all the steeper.
IT WASN'T until a Colin Irish jumphook shot with seven ticks left on the
clock, that first place appeared within
reach.
Before exiting the game with his
fifth personal foul, BG's Joe Faine
beat Eastern's Tim Bracey to the
right baseline and hit a 20-foot jumper
at 2:01 for a 59-57 BG lead and breaking a Falcon cold spell of more than
two minutes without a point.
Jeff Zatkoff, the Huron's leading
scorer with 22 points, made a pair of
free throws to tie the score with 1:43
remaining.

After breaking Eastern's full-court
zone press, BG slowed things down
and dribbled the seconds away until
Irish made his move.
IRISH TOOK a pass, dribbled left,
before approaching the lane with his
back to the basket. With seven
seconds left, Irish went up and over
EMU's Jack Brusewitz, five feet from
the hoop. His shot hit nothing but net.
"That was an instinct thing," Irish,
who wound up with 11 points and five
rebounds, said of his game-winner.
"We were trying to get the ball in
Dave's (Jenkins) hands on our
60-series offense, but I thought I could
back the guy (Brusewitz) down, and I
did."
"I tried to get Jack to back off on
him," Eastern coach Jim Boyce said
of the play, "and keep him outside. I

knew he was going for the basket"
Faine, the game's high scorer with
27 points, said the move was representative of the Falcons' play all night.
"We weren't quite on tonight,"
Faine said. "We were just playing on
basic talent. You just don't make the
kind of move that Colin made there at
the end without talent"
FAINE SAID his last two points that
broke BG's dry spell near the end
were a result of his teammates playing hot-potato with the ball.
"I think that was a big basket," he
said. "We were kind of freezing up.
Everybody wanted someone else to do
it. You know me, I've never been
bashful when it comes to shooting."
Faine's willingness to shoot was
never more evident than in the first
half, when the Mt Cory senior

bucketed his first six attempts from
the field, with five of those shots coming from 15 feet and beyond.
As if to punctuate his first half effort Faine tipped in a Mike Miday
miss with three seconds on the clock
to knot the contest at 37 at the intermission.
Though it wasn't a very artistic win,
with four Falcons called for three or
more personal fouls and Eastern winning the battle of the boards, 29-21,
Coach John Weinert called the effort,
"courageous... spunky... determined."
"Given the circumstances to win
this game, I've never been more proud of a team than this team ... ever.
"In that area where we think we
have to control the game (the last five
minutes of the first half and the first

and last five minutes of the second
half), we picked up 16 points (on
EMU)," he continued. "They know
this. We drill this in. When there were
four minutes left in the game, at that
point, my kids were more confident
than I was."
FALCON NOTES: Faine ranks
seventh on BG's career scoring list
with 1,388 points, replacing Nate
Thurmond's 1,356 career total. .
Greer's 13 assists, Saturday, gave
him a school-high 166 assists on the
year, bettering Rosie Barnes' mark of
163 two years ago.
EASTERN MICHIGAN (S9>
Zatkoff 9 ' 22;
Miller 5 6 16. Brusewitz 2-0-4; McClaln 1114;
Bracey 10-2; and While 01 I. Totals: 23 13 59.
BOWLING GREEN (611 ralne 12 3 27; Irish
5-1 II; Flowers 1-2 4; Newbern 1 1 3. Greer
4 2 10; and Jenkins 2 2 6. Totals: 25 13 61

Swimmers
upended
as champ
by Joe Menzer
staff reporter

For the first time in eight years,
Bowling Green's women's swimming
team is not the state champion, as BG
finished third in last weekend's state
championships at Youngstown behind
Ohio State and Cincinnati.
Ohio State, who handed BG one of
its two dual meet defeats earlier this
season, won the meet with 939 points.
The Buckeyes were followed by Cincinnati (913), BG (774), Miami (540)
Wright State (316), Ohio University
(298), Cleveland State (173), Kent
State (66), and Youngstown (44).
Despite setting 11 school records
and qualifying its 400-yard freestyle
relay team for the AIAW national
finals next month, BG was unable to
win one event in the meet.
OSU TOOK first place in 12 of the 24
events, while UC won nine events and
Miami took the other two.
BG's 400 freestyle relay team of
Donna Homberger, Terry Alexander,
Lisa Mansfield and Cathy Bujorian
finished second in 3:33.30 to set a
school record and qualify for the national finals next month in Columbia,
S.C.
Bujorian was also named the top
senior swimmer at the meet, even
though she is not up to par physically,
according to BG coach Tom Stubbs.
"She had a cold and was congested.
Every year they give an award to the
senior who is the high point scorer,"
Stubbs said. "It's just an extra little
thing for the seniors who stick it out.
There are not that many that stick it
out and do well for four years."
HOMBERGER SET a BG record in
the 100 freestyle by swimming the
first leg of the national-bound relay
team in 52.97. She also set a record in
the 100 backstroke by swirnming the
first leg of the 400 relay team in
1:01.79 and set a third individual
school mark in the 200 backstroke by
swimming the event in 2:12.06.
Homberger took part in setting a
fourth BG record by teaming with
Alexander, Cathy Schmitz and Debbie
Dourla in to swim the 400 medley relay
in 4:01.01, less than a second off the
national qualifying time.
Alexander, Schmitz and Sue Fitch
also set two individual records apiece.
Alexander swam the 50 butterfly in
26.84 to set one mark and then outdueled teammate Lauri Nichols by less
than a second for third place in the 100
butterfly to set another BG record.
SCHMITZ SWAM the 100
breaststroke in 1:09.04 and the 200
breaststroke in 2:29.15 to set her two
individual marks. Fitch swam the 500
freestyle in 5:10.26 and the 1,650
freestyle in 17:55.39 to rewrite two
more events in the Falcon record
book.
The Falcons must regroup quickly
before competing in this weekend's
first-ever women's Mid-American
Conference championships in Muncie,
tad.
Stubbs said that he feels BG is
among the favorites to win the MAC
championships, along with Eastern
Michigan and Miami. EMU defeated
BG in a dual meet early In the season.
"They've got a good mental outlook
about it," Stubbs said of his tankers.
"We could feel sorry for ourselves,
but the attitude is that it is over and
done with. We're going to go out and
get the job done.
"I didn't sense any negativism.
Sometimes you don't have to say
anything, you can just sense it I
definitely bad my antenna out, but I
couldn't sense any."

BG's John Flowers (42) and Eastern Michigan's Jeff Zatkoff chase a loose ball (above) and
guard David Greer dishes a behind lh« back pass to Colin Irish in action from Saturday's game
in Anderson Arena. BQ won, 61-59, to enter a first-place tie in the Mid-American Conference.

stall photo by Dale Omori

leers swept by Bulldogs, host Miami tonight
by Ken Koppel
ataff reporter

Never in 13 years has Ice Arena
equipment manager Don Woods
forgotten some of Bowling Green's
hockey team's belongings on a road
trip.
Never in 13 years have the Falcons
lost more than 20 games in a season.
Well, you know what they say about
ole No.13.
Woods accidentally left BG's stockings in the lockerroom when the squad
departed for Big Rapids, Mich., and
its weekend series with the Bulldogs.
BG WORE Ferris State's away
stockings on Friday while its regular
hose arrived in time for the latter contest, but FSC swept the Falcons, 6-2,
5-3.
The double defeat lowered the
skaters' Central Collegiate Hockey
Association mark to 8-11, 11-22-1
overall.

Basically, what all the numbers
mean is that the Falcons are now
mathematically eliminated from any
CCHA playoff spot other than the
fourth and final position they hold.
With three games remaining, the
Falcons can clinch a ticket to postseason play with a victory tonight
over visiting Miami.
The squad also has a pair of home
contests with Northern Michigan this
weekend. But odds are that a playoff
post would have to come at the hands
of the Redskins.
There are still general admission
tickets available f or the 7:30 p.m. contest Miami is 0-10-1 in the CCHA and
16-16-2 overall. The Falcons won
earlier this season over the Redskins,
4-3, at the Ice Arena.
NMU LEADS the CCHA with a 17-3
ledger. Both Lake Superior and
Western Michigan are still in the
chase with identical 8-13-1 league
records.

Yet, while BG scrambles to obtain
that playoff spot, they went into the
weekend with aspirations of catching
the third-place Bulldogs.
But the Bulldogs built up a 54)
margin when they scored three times
in a 2:22 span midway through the second period with the Falcons' shorthanded while def enseman Barry Mills
sat out a butt-ending penalty.
"It (the penalty) just broke open the
game," York said. "It's a tough call.
The referee alleges that Barry threw
a retaliation at him.''
FSC's Randy Strong was whistled
off for high sticking at 9:49 and Mills
went with him when be struck Strong
with the butt of his stick.
THE FALCONS played a man down
for three minutes as butt-ending is
termed a flagrant foul, good for five
minutes. And since the referee determined that Mills attempted to injure
Strong, the BG sophomore received a

game disqualification. He thus missed
Saturday's contest and will sit Out
tonight due to a progressive disqualification rule. Mills also was tossed out of a Lake Superior game in early January.
Co-Captain George McPhee and
Nick Bandescu both scored for BG
with less than two minutes to go in the
second period, but it wasn't enough to
overcome what had transpired after
Mills' swing of the stick.
Saturday, it was a case of having
more injured players then usual.
"I'm not blaming the loss on injuries," York said, "because we
played well. But on the road you can't
add to your travel squad."

went down with injuries.
O'Brian missed the game with a
charlie horse, while Kindrachuk suffered a knee injury (fairing the game.
He joined Peter Wilson and Andre
Latreille in street clothes as Latreille
twisted an ankle and Wilson also had
knee problems. To compensate the
deficiency on defense, York shifted
Brian MacLellan to the blue line.

"FOR THE number of people we
did play, we played much better
Saturday night," York said. "It was
the few players that played were really tired by the end."
Wiih goals from Bill Newton,
Wayne Wilson and Brian Hills, the
Falcons cut their deficit to one goal on
After having already lost Rousell three occasions, but ran out of gas
MacKenzie, John Gibb, Ron Megan, before they could forge ahead.
Peter Sikorski, and then Mills for a
Jim Baker's third period shortcouple of games, the BG defense con- handed goal at 6:02 accounted for the
tinued to dwindle as def ensemen Dave only score in the period, sealing the
O'Brian and Mark Klndrachuk both sweep for Ferris.

Recruiting scramble:
Bowden says one signing date better for coaches, players
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) - Florida
State's Bobby Bowden thinks his
fellow coaches in the South eventually
will get to like college football's new
recruiting calendar and won't mind
having lost their traditional early
signing date.
Southern schools were the big losers
last month when the National Collegiate Athletic Association's annual
convention threw out the south's ancient early December date for signing
football recruits to conference letters
in favor of one nationwide day in
February.
At the same time, off-campus in-

person recruiting was limited to the
months of December, January and
February, with off-campus evaluation
minus personal contact permitted in
May, August, September, October and
November.
"I RECRUITED late when I coached at West Virginia and there was no
heavy recruiting in the spring and fall
and we pushed like mad in December,
January and February. Now I recruit
early. Personally, I like the other better," Bowden said yesterday at the
NCAA's fifth annual College Football
Preview.
"In the south, we sign kids in

coaches had hoped the NCAA conven- to accept banquet invitations or
tion would adopt proposals for speaking engagements in January
unlimited contacts at a prospect's and February. I'll have to be out
high school while requiring permis- recruiting then, which I've never done
sion from the principal or coach.
before. The new rule may be better for
Instead, they were handed a college football; it's just not as good
"We do all the footwork for them
for our area.
and exhaust our visits by December watered-down version.
and they come in fresh to our area in
"But it can work both ways. The
"THE ONE signing date will mean early conference signing date may
February. They time it like the last
a
tremendous
change
in
our
lifestyle,"
two minutes of a basketball game."
have given us an advantage but it proIn agreeing to suport the one na- said Georgia's Vince Dooley. "Most bably restricted us from recruiting
kids
in
our
area
have
made
up
their
tional signing date - currently the
more nationally. It may have more of
third Wednesday in February - pro- minds by Dec. 1 where they want to a national effect in the south. You may
posed last summer by the College go.
see southern schools fanning out
Football Association, southern
"Starting next year, I won't be able more."
December and have to babysit them
until February. Our signing kids in
December and announcing them sure
does help people in the rest of the
country.

